
Academisation FAQs 
 

Why is the school choosing now to convert?  

We don’t want any child to miss out on being the best they can be and the Shaw Education 

Trust’s expertise will help us on our journey to achieving excellence. As part of the Trust we 

will have access to resources which would not be readily available as a maintained school, 

such as subject experts who can support our staff team.   

What are the timescales for conversion? 

The school is currently undertaking the Academisation process and will open as an Academy 

in September 2018.  

How will you work with Wigan LA? 

As an Academy, Westleigh will continue to work alongside the local authority, liaising with 

the council and accessing services as necessary.  

Will staff leave due to Academisation? 

No – all staff have been informed of the conversion and support the changes in the school. 

The Academisation will fuel improvements at the school, helping to ensure that a high 

calibre of staff are recruited.  

What involvement have governors had? What happens to the governing body? 

The governing body has been consulted at every step of the conversion. Following 

Academisation, the governing body will become an Academy Council, carrying out similar 

functions and responsibilities as they do now. The Academy Council will also benefit from 

training delivered by Shaw Education Trust.   

What will the changes in uniform mean for parents?  

The new uniform will be at no extra cost to parents – all pupils will receive a new blazer and 

tie. It should be noted that funding has been ring-fenced for this purpose and, therefore, 

cannot be spent on other resources. For now, the PE uniform will not be changing. If you 

have recently purchased a blazer, this can be returned to the supplier for a refund.    

What will the changes mean for pupils with special educational needs and disabilities? 

Where a pupil has an Education and Health Care Plan in place, the provision specified within 

this will remain the same. Conversion will result in minimal disruption to pupils and 

Westleigh leaders are dedicated to ensuring that no child’s education is impacted by the 

change.  

  

 

 


